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1.0 INTRODUCTION  
 
1.1 This statement has been prepared in support of an outline planning 

application in respect of the following proposed development on land 
between 35 and 37 Monterey Close Bexley, Kent, DA5 2BX (hereafter 
referred to as ‘the Site’): 
 
Outline application for residential infill development with access to be 
determined and all other matters reserved for subsequent approval. 
 

1.2 For the development proposed, part of the land title SGL235701 would be 
affected. The part of the land title that is not included within this 
application is the land that includes the existing dwelling itself and its 
intended retained garden and parking areas.   

 
2.0 SITE CONTEXT 
 
2.1 The Site is designated Green Belt land, albeit the Green Belt boundary is 

contiguous with the rear of the properties in Monterey Close. It is also 
located within a Minerals Safeguarding Area.   

 
2.2 The Site is adjoined to its north west by an area of Cavey’s 

Spring/Pearsons Wood which on the Bexley Policies Map is designated as 
a Site of Importance to Nature Conservation (Local Wildlife Site) as part of 
the much larger (79ha) Chalk Wood/Gattons Plantation/Joydens Wood 
area of woodland. Cavey’s Spring has no public access and is privately 
owned.  Whilst some of the larger 79ha area of woodland is designated as 
Ancient Semi-Natural Woodland or, in the case of the majority of Joydens 
Wood, as Ancient Replanted Woodland, the woodland adjacent to the site 
is not so classified.  This is shown in the DEFRA Magic Map extract below. 

 

  DEFRA MAGIC MAP 

Ancient Replanted Woodland           The Site                       Green Belt Boundary 
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2.4 The Site is located to the south west of Monterey Close which in turn is 

accessed from Tile Kiln Lane.  
 
2.5 Monterey Close was developed in the early 1970s and comprises a mix of 

detached and semi-detached two-storey properties. Numbers 35  and 37 
Monterey Close are much older and pre-date the construction of the 
adjacent dwellings and were previously accessed directly from Tile Kiln 
Lane. On the land immediately to the east of the Site a development of 6 
detached bungalows has been erected following an approval in July 2019 
and is known as Sisters Close.   

 
2.6 The Site comprises lawful residential garden land. The area of land that is 

potentially developable amounts to approximately 0.2ha in area. This part 
of the site is some 45m deep and has a frontage to the access track that 
runs through to number 35, of 35m. Not all of the area would however be 
developed as the development area will take into account the findings of 
the arboricultural assessment that accompanies the application. 

 
2.7 The Site is within Flood Zone 1, meaning that it has a low probability of 

flooding from rivers and the sea. There are no public rights of way nearby, 
nor are there any heritage assets nearby. 

 
3.0 RELEVANT PLANNING HISTORY 
 
3.1 The following is relevant planning history relating to the Site: 
  

77/01028/FUL: Single-storey rear extension to form dining room, utility 
room, bathroom, WC and extension to lobby: Permitted 

10/00073/LDCP: Certificate of Lawfulness (Proposed) for single storey 
side and rear extension. Alterations to roofline to provide rooms in 
roofspace incorporating 3 rear and 2 side dormer extensions: Refused 

15/00368/FUL: External alterations including a new front entrance and 
side extensions. Alterations to roofline incorporating rooflights, two front 
and one rear dormer extensions providing room in roofspace: Refused 

15/01988/LDCP: Certificate of Lawfulness (Proposed) for a single storey 
side and rear extension, front canopy and alterations to roofline: Refused 

15/02650/LDCP: Certificate of Lawfulness (Proposed) for a single storey 
side extension, single storey rear extension, front canopy and alterations to 
roofline including gable ends and pitched roofs on front elevation: 
Withdrawn  

16/00627/LDCP: Certificate of Lawfulness (Proposed) for two outbuildings 
in rear garden: Granted  
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16/01337/FUL: Alterations to roofline incorporating hip to gable end, front 
and rear dormer extensions and two rooflights in front roofslope. Single 
storey extension to link outbuilding to existing dwelling and raising roof 
level: Permitted  

20/01070/FUL: Alterations and conversion of existing outbuilding to 
provide 1 x 2 bed dwelling: Permitted  

20/01070/FUL01: Details of conditions 3 (bicycles), 4 (Refuse), 5 (access 
arrangement) and 8 (boundary treatment) pursuant to planning permission 
20/01070/FUL for the alterations and conversion of existing outbuilding to 
provide 1 x 2 bed dwelling: Details Refused on the basis that planning 
permission 20/01070/FUL could not be implemented as the building had 
been demolished. 

23/00585/FUL: Retention of building for residential use as 1no x two-bed 
dwelling with associated parking, boundary treatments including trellis 
and amenity area: UNDETERMINED (With the building that was the subject 
of 20/01070/FUL having been demolished, as opposed to being 
converted, this alternative application was submitted.) 

3.2 A pre-application request was submitted under reference 
22/01754/PREAPP. A written response was issued on 1st December 2022. 
Advice was sought in connection with the proposed construction of 2 No. 
2-bed detached bungalows between numbers 37 and 35 Monterey Close. 
The written response by a principal planning officer concludes that such a 
proposal would amount to inappropriate development in the Green Belt, 
with no very special circumstances existing that would otherwise override 
this identified inappropriateness. It is noted that no harm was identified in 
relation to the character and appearance of the area, nor would there be 
any harm to the amenities of neighbouring occupiers. 

 
4.0 PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT 
 
4.1 The outline proposal involves the use of the existing vehicular access that 

leads to Monterey Close and thence to Tile Kiln Lane and the erection of 
an unspecified number of dwellings, reflective of the outline nature of the 
application. 

 
4.2 The application is supported by an arboricultural assessment and the 

proposed development area as shown on drawing no. 4003.03 has taken 
account of the findings of the arboricultural assessment.  

 
5.0 PLANNING POLICY 
 
5.1 Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 and 

section 70(2) of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 require that 
applications for planning permission must be determined in accordance 
with the development plan unless material considerations indicate 
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otherwise. The Court of Appeal has clarified that for a decision maker this 
means establishing whether a proposal is in accordance with the 
development plan as a whole. The question of compliance with one policy 
should not dictate the outcome of a proposal in the absence of 
considering compliance with all other relevant policies. Decision makers 
are therefore tasked with identifying and understanding all relevant 
policies and material considerations in order to reach a properly informed 
planning judgment on a proposal, and to avoid an irrational or vulnerable 
decision that may be subject to criticism in a public law challenge. 

 
5.2 Paragraph 2 of the National Planning Policy Framework December 2023 

(‘the Framework’) reiterates what is said in Section 38(6), whilst paragraph 
12 of the Framework is clear that the development plan is the starting point 
for decision making. Proposed development that accords with an up-to-
date Local Plan should be approved, and proposed development that 
conflicts should be refused unless other material considerations indicate 
otherwise. 

 
5.3 Paragraph 38 of the Framework encourages local planning authorities to 

approach decisions on proposed development in a positive and creative 
way. It also encourages working proactively with applicants to secure 
developments that will improve the economic, social and environmental 
conditions of the area, adding that decision-makers should seek to 
approve applications for sustainable development where possible. 

 
5.4 Annex 1 of the Framework confirms that for the purposes of decision-

taking, the policies in the plan should not be considered out-of-date 
simply because they were adopted prior to the publication of the 
Framework. It adds that due weight should be given to relevant policies in 
existing plans according to their degree of consistency with the 
Framework, with greater weight being given to those policies that are 
closer to the policies in the Framework. 

 
Development Plan 

 
5.5 In terms of the Development Plan for the London Borough of Bexley (LBB), 

this comprises the following document and is relevant should a planning 
application be submitted: 

 
• London Plan (adopted 2021) (LP). 
• Adopted Bexley Local Plan (26 April 2023) (ABLP); 

 
Copies of the relevant policies are attached at Appendix 1 

 
5.6 In the London Plan, the following policies are considered relevant in the 

case of a planning application for housing: 
 

• GG1 – Building strong and inclusive communities; 
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• GG2 – Making the best use of land; 
• GG4 – Delivering the homes Londoners need; 
• D1 – London’s form, character and capacity for growth; 
• D3 – Optimising site capacity through the design-led approach; 
• D4 – Delivering good design; 
• D5 – Inclusive design; 
• D6 – Housing quality and standards; 
• D7 – Accessible housing; 
• H1 – Increasing housing supply; 
• H2 – Small sites; 
• H10 – Housing size mix; 
• G2 – London’s Green Belt; 
• SI 2 – Minimising greenhouse gas emissions; 
• T4 – Assessing and mitigating transport impacts; 
• T5 – Cycling; 
• T6 – Car parking; 
• T6.1 – Residential parking; 
• T7 – Deliveries, servicing and construction. 

 
5.7  In the Bexley Local Plan, the following policies are considered relevant in 

the case of a planning application for housing: 
 

• SP1: Achieving sustainable development; 
• SP2: Meeting Bexley’s housing requirements; 
• SP5: Placemaking through good design; 
• DP1: Providing a supply of housing; 
• DP2: Residential development on backland and infill sites; 
• DP11: Achieving high-quality design; 
• DP20: Biodiversity and geodiversity in developments; 
• DP21: Greening of development sites; 
• DP22: Sustainable transport; 
• DP23: parking management; 
• DP24: Impact of new development on the transport network 

 
 Other Material Considerations 
 
5.8 The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) December 2023 is also 

relevant as a material consideration. Paragraph 7 advises that the 
fundamental basis of the planning system is to achieve sustainable 
development and paragraph 8 outlines the three integral and intertwined 
overarching objectives in pursuit of sustainable development (economic, 
environmental and social). Paragraphs 10 and 11 set out a presumption in 
favour of sustainable development. Paragraph 11 advises that when 
decisions are made on applications, this means (taking into account the 
footnotes 7 & 8 in the NPFF which are reproduced below):  
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‘c) approving development proposals that accord with an up-to-date 
development plan without delay; or  

 
d) where there are no relevant development plan policies, or the policies 
which are most important for determining the application are out-of-date1, 
granting permission unless:  
i. the application of policies in this Framework that protect areas or assets of 
particular importance provides a clear reason for refusing the development 
proposed2; or  
ii. any adverse impacts of doing so would significantly and demonstrably 
outweigh the benefits, when assessed against the policies in this Framework  
taken as a whole. ‘ 
 

5.9 Paragraph 60 notes that to support the Government’s objective of 
significantly boosting the supply of homes, it is important that a sufficient 
amount and variety of land can come forward where it is needed. 
Paragraph 70 of the Framework acknowledges that small and medium 
sized sites can make an important contribution to meeting the housing 
requirement of an area, and are often built-out relatively quickly. To 
promote the development of a good mix of sites local planning authorities 
should (amongst others) support the development of windfall sites 
through decisions. 

 
5.10 Paragraph 115 states that development should only be prevented or 

refused on highways grounds if there would be an unacceptable impact 
on highway safety, or the residual cumulative impacts on the road network 
would be severe. 

 

5.11 Section 11 sets out policy in respect of making effective use of land. 
Paragraph 123 states that decision should promote an effective use of land 
in meeting the need for homes. Paragraph 124 expands on this point by 
promoting and supporting the development of under-utilised land and 
buildings, especially if this would help to meet identified needs for 
housing. Paragraph 128 adds that decisions should support development 
that makes efficient use of land, taking into account (amongst others) the 
desirability of maintaining an area’s prevailing character and setting. 

 
1 This includes, for applications involving the provision of housing, situations where: (a) the local 
planning authority cannot demonstrate a five year supply (or a four year supply, if applicable, as 
set out in paragraph 226) of deliverable housing sites (with a buffer, if applicable, as set out in 
paragraph 77) and does not benefit from the provisions of paragraph 76; or (b) where the Housing 
Delivery Test indicates that the delivery of housing was below 75% of the housing requirement 
over the previous three years.   
2 The policies referred to are those in this Framework (rather than those in development plans) 
relating to: habitats sites (and those sites listed in paragraph 187) and/or designated as Sites of 
Special Scientific Interest; land designated as Green Belt, Local Green Space, an Area of 
Outstanding Natural Beauty, a National Park (or within the Broads Authority) or defined as 
Heritage Coast; irreplaceable habitats; designated heritage assets (and other heritage assets of 
archaeological interest referred to in footnote 72); and areas at risk of flooding or coastal change.   
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5.12 It is noted that the application of paragraphs 60, 70, 123-124 and 128 all do 

not depend on whether an authority has a five-year housing land supply 
(5YHLS). 

 
5.13 Section 12 of the NPPF provides guidance and policy on achieving well 

designed places. Paragraph 131 states that good design is a key aspect of 
sustainable development, is indivisible from good planning, and should 
contribute positively to making places better for people. 

 
5.14 Paragraph 135 is clear that decisions should ensure that developments will 

function well and add to the overall quality of the area, are visually 
attractive, sympathetic to local character and history, establish or maintain 
a strong sense of place, optimise the potential of the site to accommodate 
and sustain an appropriate amount and mix of development and create 
places that are safe, inclusive and accessible. 

 
5.15 Paragraph 154 of the Framework confirms that the construction of new 

buildings should be considered inappropriate in the Green Belt unless it 
(amongst others) relates to limited infilling in villages, or is limited infilling 
or the partial or complete redevelopment of previously developed land, 
whether redundant or in continuing use which would not have a greater 
impact on the openness of the Green Belt than the existing development. 

 
5.16 Paragraph 180 of the Framework sets out several ways in which decisions 

should contribute to and enhance the natural and local environment. Given 
that the site is not on the coast, in the countryside and no environmental 
issues are expected to be raised, it is considered that the most relevant 
parts of this paragraph are as follows: 

 
(a) Protecting and enhancing valued landscapes… (in a manner 

commensurate with their statutory status or identified quality in the 
development plan); 

(b) Recognising the intrinsic character and beauty of the countryside; 
(d) Minimising impacts on and providing net gains for biodiversity. 

 
6.0 PLANNING ISSUES 
 
6.1 The following are considered to be the key issues relating to this 

application: 
 

1. Development in the Green Belt; 
2. Principle of housing; 
3. Living conditions; 
4. Traffic, parking and highway safety; 
5. Ecology; 
6. Landscape and trees; 
7. Planning balance 
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1. Development in the Green Belt 
 
6.2 In regards to the new buildings, paragraph 154 of the NPPF states that a 

local planning authority should regard these as inappropriate in the Green 
Belt except when this involves (amongst others): (e) limited infilling in 
villages; or (g) limited infilling or the partial or complete redevelopment of 
previously developed land, whether redundant or in continuing use 
(excluding temporary buildings), which would not have a greater impact on 
the openness of the Green Belt than the existing development. 

 
6.3 As the Site is not located within an urban area is partly developed and part 

of the existing residential curtilage of number 37, the site can be 
considered as previously developed land pursuant to the definition in the 
NPPF and the findings of the Court of Appeal judgement dated 14 March 
2017 in the case of Dartford Borough Council vs Secretary of State for 
Communities & Local Government & Otrs [2017] EWCA Civ 141.  

 
6.4 Either of these two exceptions to new buildings in the Green Belt could 

therefore apply to the proposed development. 
 
 Limited infilling in village 
 
6.5 Unlike exception (g), for exception (e) the issue of openness is implicitly 

included in this exception to new buildings in the Green Belt, meaning no 
further openness tests are required. This approach is confirmed in a Green 
Belt appeal decision in Gravesham (3255704 – see paragraph 9 where the 
Inspector confirms that the relevant exception means there is no 
requirement for him to consider openness).  (Appendix 2) 

 
6.6 The applicant’s starting position is that the proposed redevelopment 

should be treated as a limited infill exception under part (e) on the basis 
that it forms part of a village and an established area of development that 
has recently been reinforced and consolidated by the development of 
Sisters Close immediately to the east of the Site.  

 
6.7 Given the Site’s location, context and relationship to adjacent development 

to the SE, NE and SW it is reasonable to suggest that there is the ability to 
accommodate a limited amount of additional housing between the 
existing properties. For this exception to apply, it is also not necessary to 
check for conflicts against the purposes of the Green Belt. That said there 
would be no extension of built development into the countryside as the 
site is already classified as previously developed land. The exact number 
of dwellings can be determined at the reserved matters stage.   

 
6.8 Regarding whether the Site is within a village, a recent High Court decision 

has clarified that a settlement or village does not have to comprise a 
minimum number of dwellings, or population, nor does it have to be 
identified in an adopted or emerging local plan. The decision goes on to 
comment that a settlement does not have to comprise services and local 
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amenities and that whether a group of dwellings constitutes a settlement, 
or a village, this will be a matter of fact and planning judgment for the 
decision maker.  

 
6.9 With the above in mind, it is therefore necessary to express a judgement 

as to whether the Site could reasonably be considered to be within a 
village taking account of site specific circumstances and the nature and 
character of the surrounding area. 

 
6.10 Firstly, neighbouring development is easily identifiable. The Site forms part 

of an established area of development lying to the north and south of Tile 
Kiln Lane.  

 
6.11 Whilst recognising that the site has a PTAL rating of 1, it is nevertheless the 

case that there are bus-stops served by service B12 on Tile Kiln Lane 
within 400m walking distance of the application site.  Shops and services 
including a convenience store a located on Summerhouse Drive, 1km/14 
minute walk from the Site and at the junction of Baldwyns Park and Old 
Bexley Lane some 800m/12 mins walk north of the Site. Both of these 
locations are served by service B12. 

 
6.12 As such, it is clear that increasing the population in this area will help to 

support these commercial uses, as well as supporting services in larger 
settlements nearby (i.e. in Dartford or Bexley).  

 
6.13 Given the above accessibility and character merits of the Site and the 

surrounding area, it can hardly be considered an isolated site that is 
physically separated or remote from what is a large quantum of 
development that includes a mix of uses and public transport options. 

 
6.14 The applicant is of the view that development in the surrounding area 

forms part of a single close-knit settlement, albeit one that straddles the 
administrative boundary between LB Bexley and Dartford BC’s area. 

 
6.15 As mentioned above, relevant case law says that a settlement does not 

have to comprise a minimum number of dwellings, or population, nor 
comprise services and local amenities. However, it is the case here that the 
Site forms part of a settlement that does comprise a relatively large 
population, with hundreds of homes and a mix of uses.  

 
6.16 Whilst it is understood that a site does not have to be within a designated 

village in the local plan (such as the subject Site), such a designation would 
undoubtedly assist when judging whether exception 154(e) could apply to 
a development comprising new built form in the Green Belt. 

 
6.17 Following the aforementioned case law, there are now a number of local 

appeal decisions that support the concept of village infills that do not 
entail a Site being within a designated village or a development boundary. 
Two are included as appendices to this statement where no previous built 
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form existed. The first (3230759 – Appendix 3) relates to a single dwelling 
infill not within a designated village but within previously developed land 
(akin to the subject proposal). The second (3255704 – Appendix 2) relates 
to three dwellings not between existing built form either. 

 
6.18 In consideration of all of the above, it is considered that the Site has 

capacity to deliver an infill development and that the Site could and 
should be considered as falling within a village for the purposes of the 
exception set out in paragraph 154(e) of the Framework in connection with 
new buildings in the Green Belt. 

  
 Limited infilling of previously developed land 
 
6.19 If the Council come to the view that the development of the site is not a 

part (e) paragraph 154 scheme, then part (g) could also be argued in 
respect of a limited infill of previously developed land. 

 
6.20 As infilling undoubtedly adds to the quantum of built form, it would be 

expected that to fully satisfy this exception, it would be necessary to 
ensure that the form of development, which would be confirmed at the 
reserved matters stage, would fully respect the scale and form of 
development either side. 

 
6.21 At this outline stage, it is not possible to complete an assessment of the 

likely harm to openness, given the absence of detailed plans. 
 
 Use of the land 
 
6.22 It is accepted that there will be pressure for matters relating to outdoor 

storage and play equipment, boundary enclosures, parked vehicles and 
traffic movements, which can all have an effect on openness. However, all 
of these features could or would have already existed in connection with 
the lawful use of the Site, which is already lawfully residential 

 
6.23 In respect of the impact of the use on the purposes of the Green Belt, the 

proposed development: 
 

• Will not result in the unrestricted sprawl of large built up areas (the 
Site is previously developed land that already benefits from a non-
conforming land use in the Green Belt); 

• Will not result in neighbouring towns merging into one another (the 
proposed development will retain the same level of separation 
from nearby towns being an infill between existing built form); 

• Will not cause further encroachment of development into the 
countryside (the development is confined to its previously 
developed boundaries); 

• Is not located adjacent to an historic town (this is factually the case); 
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• Will not compromise the recycling of derelict or other land (the 
development will result in the re-use of derelict land). 

 
6.24 Whilst the applicant’s view is that paragraph 155(e) is not relevant because 

there is no material change of use in the land, regardless, it is not 
considered that a conflict with this paragraph can be identified, and, as 
noted above, should the Council disagree about its relevance, then the 
infills that are the subject of the included appeals at Appendices Two and 
Three should have also fallen foul of such a conflict with Green Belt policy. 

 
 Visual Impact 
 
6.25 Whilst the absence of development takes precedence on the issue of 

openness, as has been held in multiple Court cases, the weight given to 
the issue of visual impact on the Green Belt is a matter of planning 
judgement for the decision maker.  Given the outline nature of the 
application it is difficult to comment further. 

 
6.26 That said, the Council’s earlier pre-application response indicates that the 

two bungalows proposed as part of the submission would have a limited 
impact on the character and appearance of the immediate area.  Given the 
outline nature of the proposal, it would be unreasonable for The Council to 
assume that the visual impact that was considered potentially acceptable 
in the pre-application response could not again be satisfactorily addressed 
at the reserved matters stage. 

  
2. Principle of housing 

 
6.27 It is understood that the site is not allocated for housing, meaning any 

housing proposal would be subject to windfall site policies. The focus of 
the policies is to direct new housing to more appropriate locations, both in 
terms of previously developed land and in locations that are easily 
accessible, in respect of proximity to local amenities and benefit from 
good public transport links, in an effort to discourage use of the private car. 

 
6.28 Regard should be had to Policy DP2 which whilst having the focus 

identified above, recognises that sites such the application site can make a 
positive contribution to meeting the London Plan small sites targets for the 
Borough. Given the proposed location of the development and its 
immediate context it is  considered that if approval is granted, the details 
submitted at reserved matters stage are capable of meeting the defined 
criteria  of DP2.  

 
3. Living Conditions 

 
6.29 Given the size of the Site, the applicant considers that it would be possible 

to design a detailed scheme that would ensure that the nearest residential 
occupants would not be materially harmed by the erection of any 
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dwellings within the Site. However, the final scale and design will only be 
determined at the reserved matters stage. 

 
6.30 Regarding the living conditions of the intended occupants, there should be 

sufficient space within the Site to ensure compliance with the NDSS 
relating to new builds. 

 
6.31 Sufficient amenity space for the occupants of any units will also need to be 

shown as part of the reserved matters submission. The proposed site plan 
submitted with this application confirm that no 37 would retain sufficient 
private amenity space.  

 
4. Traffic, Parking and Highway Safety 

 
6.32 The proposed vehicular access is as existing.  Regarding traffic, as a limited 

infill it is not considered that the extent of development that is likely to 
come forward for this development would warrant a transport statement.  

 
6.33  In terms of parking provision, there is no reason why, at the reserved 

matters stage, the detailed scheme could not provide sufficient space for 
the parking and turning of vehicles to be used in connection with any 
residential infill development, in accordance with the adopted London 
Plan parking standards of 1.5 spaces/dwelling. Secure and weatherproof 
cycle storage can be secured by condition for submission as part of the 
reserved matters details.  

 
5.  Ecology 

 
6.34 The Site is grassed and forms part of the lawful residential garden of 

number 37. It is considered to be of low ecological value, but a condition 
could be included as part of a permission to ensure satisfactory ecological 
enhancement measures are included as part of the detailed design. 

 
6. Landscape and Trees 

 
6.35 An arboricultural assessment accompanies this application. From the 

report the extent of the potentially developable area taking into account 
the survey and general condition of the trees and their associated root 
protection areas has been defined.    

 
6.36 Reserved matter details would ensure appropriate siting and design of the 

dwellings, also ensuring that no long-term threat to retained trees would 
arise from future occupiers of the development due to overshadowing 
loss of light. Issuing a planning permission could reasonably require the 
submission and implementation of a native landscaping scheme that could 
reinforce that existing planting and/or include new planting, particularly 
along the rear boundary of the Site closest to nearby woodland.  
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7. Planning Balance 
 
6.37 If the Council conclude that any housing development would not result in 

inappropriate development in the Green Belt, then it would be appropriate 
to assess such an application against part (ii) of paragraph 11(d) of the 
Framework.  

 
6.38 The applicant’s position is that there are no harms or disbenefits, meaning 

the following would be clear benefits of any housing proposal affecting 
the Site: 

 
• additions to Bexley’s housing stock (there is a national drive to 

significantly boost the supply of homes of which this factually will 
make a positive contribution); 

• making effective and efficient use of previously developed land, 
increasing housing densities as promoted by the Framework; 

• a permission will include the ability to secure and implement a 
comprehensive native landscaping scheme; 

• Economic benefits in the short term associated with construction of 
the development; 

• Economic benefits in the long term associated with a small increase 
in the local population and support for local businesses; 

• Ecological enhancements can be secured as part of a planning 
permission, which would otherwise not be the case; 

• Framework support for this proposal is provided in paragraphs: 60 
(significantly boosting housing supply), 70 (small windfalls), 123 
(effective use of land for homes), 124 (using suitable brownfield land 
within settlements for homes) and 126 (reflects changes in the 
demand for land). 

 
6.39 With the above in mind, the applicant is of the view that there would be no 

adverse impacts of allowing the proposal and certainly not to the extent 
that these would “significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits” 
when assessed against the policies in the Framework taken as a whole.  

 
7.0 CONCLUSIONS 
 
7.1 In Green Belt terms, the applicant believes that the development as 

described is entirely appropriate development in the Green Belt as a 
limited infill in a village/settlement. An alternative and further applicable 
Green Belt exception is that this is a limited infill of previously developed 
land. 

 
7.2 Regarding the principle of housing in this location, given the proximity to 

the facilities nearby together with its proximity to bus stops with bus routes 
serving a range of larger settlements, coupled with the fact that the Site is 
previously developed land, being residential garden land not within a 
built-up area, means that this is an entirely appropriate site.  
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7.3 All other matters can only largely be addressed as part of a detailed 

reserved matters submission, but at this outline stage there is nothing to 
suggest that conflicts with policies would exist that seek to address topics 
such as living conditions, traffic, parking, highways safety, ecology, 
landscape and  trees.  

 
7.4 If approved, this previously developed site will deliver additional dwellings 

in an area of Bexley Borough that is unlikely to experience many 
opportunities for the delivery of housing given it is washed over by the 
Green Belt. Despite its location, the Site is very accessible. Together with 
the other benefits set out above, it is considered that the benefits far 
outweigh the disbenefits, of which the applicant considers that there are 
none. 

 
7.5 In consideration of all relevant development plan policies and material 

considerations, this application should be viewed positively by the 
authority and it is respectfully requested that this submission is approved. 
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Appeal Decision 
Site visit made on 4 May 2021 

by David Wallis BSc (HONS) PG DipEP MRTPI 

an Inspector appointed by the Secretary of State  

Decision date: 18th May 2021 

 

Appeal Ref: APP/K2230/W/20/3255704 

Land adjacent to School Lane, Higham, Kent ME3 7JG 

• The appeal is made under section 78 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 
against a refusal to grant outline planning permission. 

• The appeal is made by Mr and Mrs Loft against the decision of Gravesham Borough 

Council. 
• The application Ref 20191222, dated 3 October 2019, was refused by notice dated 

21 January 2020. 
• The development proposed is erection of 3no. self-build houses with associated garages 

and landscaping. 
 

 

Decision 

1. The appeal is allowed and planning permission is granted for the erection of 

3no. self-build houses with associated garages and landscaping at land 

adjacent to School Lane, Higham, Kent ME3 7JG in accordance with the terms 

of the application, reference 20191222, dated 3 October 2019, subject to the 
conditions in the attached schedule and the pre-payment of the Strategic 

Access Management and Monitoring fee. 

Preliminary Matters 

2. The application is submitted in outline form with all matters reserved except for 

access. Illustrative plans have been provided showing a potential layout of the 

appeal development and I have taken these into account in my decision. 

Main Issues 

3. The main issues for the appeal are: 

• whether the proposal is inappropriate development for the purposes of 

development plan policy and the National Planning Policy Framework 

(the Framework); 

• the effect of the development upon landscape character; 

• the effect of the development upon the North Kent Marshes Special 

Protection Area (SPA) and Ramsar Site;  

• whether provision for affordable housing is reasonable and necessary; 

and 

• if the development is inappropriate, whether the harm by reason on 

inappropriateness, and any other harm, is clearly outweighed by other 

https://www.gov.uk/planning-inspectorate
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considerations, so as to amount to very special circumstances necessary 

to justify the development. 

Reasons 

Whether the proposal would be inappropriate development 

4. The appeal site is located within the Green Belt. The Framework advises that 

the construction of new buildings in the Green Belt should be regarded as 

inappropriate, other than for certain listed exceptions. The appellant contends 

the appeal proposal complies with two of these, being either a limited infill in a 
village or a partial or complete redevelopment of previously developed land 

(paragraph 145 (e) and (g) of the Framework). 

5. In determining whether a development constitutes limited infill in a village, I 

note that the terms ‘limited’ and ‘infilling’ are not defined in the Framework, 

and thus these are matters of planning judgement. I have however been made 
aware of several Court cases and appeal decisions where it was determined 

that settlement boundaries are not definitive when assessing whether a site is 

part of a village. This is also reflected in the preamble to policy CS02 of the 

adopted Gravesham Local Plan Core Strategy 2014 (the Core Strategy). 

6. The appeal site is outside of, but adjacent to, the development boundary of the 

village of Higham, which is drawn on the opposite side of School Lane as shown 
on the proposals map accompanying the Core Strategy. However, this 

relationship also applies to neighbouring properties at Home Farm Cottage, 

Meadows Cottage and the dwellings in Jupp Court, which sit to the north of the 
appeal site. Higham railway station and its associated car park are to the 

northeast and east sides of the appeal site. Although the railway station is also 

in the Green Belt, it is a key transport facility forming part of the village 
services and environs. 

7. The appeal site defines a plot on the approach to the existing property of 

Meadows Cottage, on land that currently acts as residential garden. These 

properties rely socially on the village for services and public transport. There is 

also a strong physical connection to the village being directly opposite and 
visible from the built-up area of Higham to the west and abutting the railway 

station car park to the east.  

8. Whilst there is a stark change in land levels between the appeal site and the 

train station car park, spatially the proposed dwellings would be situated in 

between aspects of the built environment and other village uses. I see no 
reason why the infilling the Framework accepts cannot be between residential 

dwellings and another use of the built village environment, particularly one as 

potentially intensive as a train station car park. The proposed dwellings would 

also share the same functional and visual relationship with the settlement as 
the existing dwellings on the eastern side of School Lane.  

9. I therefore conclude that the proposal would not be inappropriate development 

in the Green Belt having regard to the Framework as it would represent limited 

infilling in a village. Since the proposal constitutes limited infilling in a village, 

there is no requirement for me to consider openness or whether other 
considerations amount to very special circumstances. 
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Landscape character 

10. Policy CS12 of the Core Strategy identifies that landscape character and valued 

landscapes will be conserved, restored and enhanced. In this instance, the 

appeal site falls within the locally designated Higham Arable Farmlands 

landscape character area, which is noted for being open arable farmland with 
isolated farmsteads, views to the River Thames and undulating topography.  

11. From my site visit, it was clear that the appeal site was a residential garden, 

laid to lawn and with domestic plantings. The appeal site is physically and 

visually separated from the agricultural land to the south by way of a densely 

landscaped boundary and is clearly in domestic use. Due to its close visual and 
physical relationship to the village of Higham, the appeal site cannot be 

considered to have any attributes of an isolated farmstead. 

12. The appeal site does have a definite undulating gradient, with the higher 

ground being upon the site boundaries. However, the self-contained nature of 

the appeal site would prevent any direct loss of any of the features that 
contribute to the wider landscape character area. Any limited views of the 

proposed dwellings from the arable farmland to the south would place the 

development in context with the village of Higham. I find that the dwellings 

would not interrupt or obstruct any greater views of the wider landscape 
setting.  

13. On this basis, the proposal would not harm the landscape character of the 

Higham Arable Farmlands. I conclude there would not be conflict with the 

purposes of policies CS12 or CS19 of the Core Strategy, which aim to conserve, 

restore and enhance overall landscape character. 

Effect upon the North Kent Marshes SPA and Ramsar 

14. In 2018 the Court of Justice of the European Union ruled that the decision 

maker, when considering the effect that a proposal may have on a European 
Site1, must consider mitigation within the Framework of an Appropriate 

Assessment (AA) rather than at the screening stage. This responsibility now 

falls to me within this appeal. 

15. The Habitats Regulations require that permission may only be granted after 

having ascertained that it will not affect the integrity of the site within the 
National Site Network. 

16. The appeal site falls within the 6km zone of influence for the North Kent 

Marshes SPA and Ramsar site. This site is designated for its environmental 

importance, since it provides habitats for wintering birds, wildfowl and wading 

birds including terns and brent geese. All sites are used for public recreation 
and there is no dispute between the parties that it cannot be ruled out that the 

proposal, when considered alone or in combination with other schemes, would 

have significant effects on the quality features of interest of the SPAs due to 
the increased recreational use. I have no reason to disagree with the Council’s 

conclusion relating to the potential significant effects. 

17. Having concluded that the scheme, either alone or in combination with other 

schemes, would have a significant effect on the quality features of interest of 

the identified European sites, it is incumbent upon me to undertake an AA. In 

 
1 now the National Site Network following the Conservation of Habitats and Species (Amendment)(EU Exit) 
Regulations 2019 
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this AA I may consider any conditions or other restrictions which could secure 

mitigation of this harm, and which would therefore allow development to 

proceed in the knowledge that the conservation objectives, which are to protect 
important migratory species of birds and to prevent disturbance to their 

habitat, on the identified site would be ensured. 

18. Natural England and the Council have indicated that there is an agreed 

strategic solution to mitigate the effects of the proposal, in the form of 

Strategic Access Management and Monitoring (SAMM). This strategy requires 
financial contributions from developments, allocating detailed and costed 

infrastructure and non-infrastructure projects to proposals dependent on their 

scale and location. 

19. The main parties agree that the mitigation can be delivered via the appellant 

entering into an agreement and making payment pursuant to Section 111 of 
the Local Government Act 1972. The appellant has supplied evidence of 

advance payment during the appeal with all requisite signatories upon the 

receipt and declaration, dated 14 August 2020. The Council has listed the 

specifics of the infrastructure to which the payment would contribute towards, 
in the technical report underpinning the SAMM2. 

20. This legal agreement would therefore serve to mitigate the recreational impacts 

arising from the proposal. I am therefore able to favourably conclude my AA. 

21. On this basis I am able to conclude that the required mitigation would be 

properly secured and that the proposals would be unlikely to have a significant 

effect on the identified SPA or Ramsar either aone or in combination with other 

projects. The proposal therefore complies with policy CS12 of the Core Strategy 
which seeks to ensure that detrimental effects on the integrity of the SPA and 

Ramsar Site are avoided. 

Affordable housing  

22. The appeal development is for 3 open market self-build dwellings. The glossary 

to Framework confirms that self-build housing could be either market or 

affordable housing. In this instance the Council seeks a 35% contribution 
towards affordable housing. 

23. The planning practice guidance3 sets out that planning obligations for 

affordable housing should only be sought for residential developments that are 

major developments (10 homes or more, or the site has an area of 0.5 

hectares or more). Designated rural areas may choose to set a lower threshold, 
providing that the designation fits the description under section 157(1) of the 

Housing Act 1985, which refers to National Parks, Areas of Outstanding Natural 

Beauty or areas the Secretary of State has ordered be designated a rural area.  

24. Policy CS16 of the Core Strategy states that affordable housing will be required 

on sites of 3 units or more, or on sites of 0.1 hectares or more, in the rural 
area. The proposed development would not provide any affordable housing 

units nor any commuted sum of equivalent value, thus rendering the proposal 

non-compliant with the Development Plan. 

25. However, no evidence has been put to me to demonstrate that the appeal site 

fits the description of a designated rural area2 (other than the site is not in an 

 
2 Phase 1 – Bird Disturbance Report by Footprint Ecology July 2012 
3 National Planning Practice Guidance Paragraph Ref: 23b-023-20190901 
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urban area). The Green Belt is not listed as a designated rural area and 

therefore there is no national or statutory support for seeking a lower threshold 

for affordable housing contributions in this case. For this reason, policy CS16 is 
considered to be inconsistent with the national guidance and the weight of 

conflict with the policy is reduced. 

26. A viability assessment has been submitted with the appeal, that appears to set 

out a reasoned case for waiving the need for affordable housing contributions 

from the proposals. The Council has not commented on whether the 
assessment is robust but has equally not indicated that the reason for refusal 

on this ground can be withdrawn. In the circumstances, I have had regard to 

section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act, which affirms that 

decisions must be made in accordance with the Development Plan unless 
material considerations indicate otherwise. 

27. In the absence of affordable housing contributions, I therefore conclude that 

the proposal would be in conflict, albeit limited, with policy CS16 of the Core 

Strategy, which seeks the provision of affordable housing. 

Other Matters 

28. It is common ground between the parties that the Council cannot demonstrate 

a 5-year housing land supply. Paragraph 11 of the Framework, through 

footnote 7, is therefore engaged and a presumption in favour of sustainable 
development applies. 

29. I have already found the proposal to be not inappropriate development under 

paragraph 145(e) of the Framework. On other matters, the policies of the 

Framework do not provide a clear reason for refusal. Consequently, I will 

consider the proposal under paragraph 11(d)(ii) whereby permission should be 
granted unless the adverse impacts of doing so would significantly and 

demonstrably outweigh the benefits. 

30. The Self Build and Custom Housebuilding Act 2015 came into place on 1 April 

2016 and puts a duty on Councils to keep a register of individuals and 

organisations who want to acquire land for self-build homes, and to have 
regard to this register in carrying out its planning, housing, land disposal and 

regeneration functions. The appellant has put forward unchallenged figures 

from the register that demonstrate a clear need for such housing to be 

provided.  

31. The Council acknowledges that it has no current policy for delivering self-build 
housing and an emerging policy is not imminent. In such circumstances, there 

are clear benefits derived from the proposal to meeting housing needs. In 

addition, the appeal site is in an accessible location close to public transport 

opportunities and local village facilities, thus contributing economically and 
socially to a prosperous rural community. 

32. With the application made in outline form, there is no evidence before me to 

suggest that the proposed development would have a harmful effect on the 

landscaped structure of the site boundaries nor upon any wildlife therein. I 

noted during my visit that, despite the appeal site’s sloping terrain, dwellings 
could be feasibly accommodated and designed without causing adverse impacts 

on the living conditions of nearby residents. The Highways Authority has not 

raised any concerns with the access or parking arrangements at the appeal 
site, and I have no evidence before me to give rise to a different conclusion.  
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33. The proposal would conflict with the Development Plan insofar as it would not 

provide affordable housing, contrary to policy CS16 of the Core Strategy. 

However, in my view, the policy is afforded limited weight for the reasons given 
above and therefore only limited conflict with that policy would occur. This 

limited conflict would not significantly and demonstrably outweigh the 

significant benefits of the proposal when assessed against the Framework as a 

whole. In these circumstances, I consider that the appeal scheme would 
comprise sustainable development and the presumption in favour of such, as 

set out in the Framework, applies. That is a significant material consideration 

that outweighs any conflict with some elements of the development plan. 
Therefore, for the reasons set out above, I conclude on balance that the appeal 

should succeed.  

Conditions 

34. The Council has provided a list of conditions it considers necessary, to which 

the appellant has confirmed acceptance. Notwithstanding, I have the following 

comments to make. 

35. In the attached schedule, conditions 1, 2 and 3 are necessary to ensure the 

reserved matters application and the housing itself comes forward in a timely 

manner. Condition 4 is imposed for the avoidance of doubt as to the nature of 
the development hereby permitted, although this excludes those plans marked 

as illustrative since these are not submitted for approval4. 

36. I have not included a separate condition with regards boundary treatments, as 

they form part of the ‘landscape’ reserved matter submission. It is however 

necessary to include condition 5 to secure appropriate cycle and refuse storage 
facilities. No evidence has been provided to justify a condition regarding 

contaminated land, although it is reasonable to require details of surface and 

foul water drainage given the sloping ground. 

37. Condition 7 is necessary to ensure construction is undertaken safely and 

without detriment to highway safety or neighbour’s living conditions. Whilst the 
Council has suggested submission of a scheme relating to external lighting, 

given the Green Belt location, I have amended the condition so as to limit the 

potential for such lighting. Similarly, I have imposed a condition removing 
permitted development rights to provide limit and control development across 

the appeal site.  

38. Conditions 10 and 11 are imposed in the interests of highway safety for all 

users of the highway.  

Conclusion 

39. For the reasons given above, I conclude that planning permission should be 

granted for the proposed development. 

 

David Wallis 

INSPECTOR 

  

 
4 Planning practice guidance paragraph ref: 21a-005-20190723 
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Schedule of Conditions 

1) Details of the appearance, landscaping, layout, and scale (hereinafter 

called "the reserved matters") shall be submitted to and approved in 
writing by the local planning authority before any development takes 

place and the development shall be carried out as approved. 

2) Application for approval of the reserved matters shall be made to the 

local planning authority not later than 3 years from the date of this 
permission. 

3) The development hereby permitted shall take place not later than 2 years 

from the date of approval of the last of the reserved matters to be 
approved. 

4) The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance 

with the following approved plans: Site Location Plan 18_95_01 
Revision C July 2019 and the Site Access Visibility drawing PCD337/001.  

5) The reserved matters submission pursuant to condition 1 of this 

permission shall show full particulars of the siting of cycle storage and 

refuse bin storage to serve the development. The development shall be 
implemented in accordance with the approved details prior to the 

occupation of the development hereby permitted and shall be retained as 

such thereafter. 

6) No development shall take place, including any works of demolition, until 

a Construction Method Statement has been submitted to, and approved 

in writing by the local planning authority. The Statement shall provide 

for:  

i) the parking of vehicles of site operatives and visitors; 

ii) loading and unloading of plant and materials; 

iii) storage of plant and materials used in constructing the 

development; 

iv) wheel washing facilities; and 

v) delivery, demolition and construction working hours. 

 The approved Construction Method Statement shall be adhered to 

throughout the construction period for the development. 

7) No development shall take place until details of foul and surface water 

drainage have been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local 

Planning Authority. The development shall be carried out in accordance 
with the approved details and retained as such thereafter. 

8) No means of external illumination shall be provided in the development 

hereby permitted unless and until details have been submitted to, and 

approved in writing by, the Local Planning Authority. The development 
shall be carried out in accordance with these approved details and 

retained as such thereafter. 

9) Notwithstanding the provisions of the Town and Country Planning 
(General Permitted Development) (England) Order 2015 (or any order 

revoking and re-enacting that Order with or without modification), no 

enlargements to the dwellinghouse, including the roof of any 
dwellinghouse, or the construction of any further outbuilding within the 
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curtilage of any dwellinghouse, shall occur unless prior written consent 

has been obtained from the Local Planning Authority. 

10) The reserved matters submission pursuant to condition 1 of this 
permission shall show full particulars of the car parking spaces and 

turning facilities to serve the development. The development shall be 

implemented in accordance with the approved details prior to the 

occupation of the development hereby permitted and shall be retained as 
such thereafter. 

11) Prior to the first occupation of the development hereby permitted, vision 

splays of 2.0m x 2.0m shall be provided on both sides of the vehicular 
access points and no obstruction of sight more than 0.6m above 

carriageway level shall be permitted within the splays thereafter. 
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Appeal Decision 
Site visit made on 3 September 2019 

by I A Dyer  BSc (Eng) MIHT 

an Inspector appointed by the Secretary of State 

Decision date: 2 October 2019 

 

Appeal Ref: APP/G2245/W/19/3230759 

Haresfield, Badgers Road, Badgers Mount TN14 7AY 

• The appeal is made under section 78 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 
against a refusal to grant outline planning permission. 

• The appeal is made by Mr & Mrs Harding against the decision of Sevenoaks District 

Council. 
• The application Ref 19/00538/OUT, dated 22 February 2019, was refused by notice 

dated 18 April 2019. 
• The development proposed is the erection of single detached dwelling on infill plot. 
 

Decision 

1. The appeal is allowed and planning permission is granted for the erection of 

single detached dwelling on infill plot at Haresfield, Badgers Road, Badgers 

Mount TN14 7AY in accordance with the terms of the application Ref 
19/00538/OUT, dated 22 February 2019 and the site location plan submitted 

with it, subject to the attached schedule of conditions.  

Procedural Matters 

2. The application was for outline permission with all matters reserved for later 

determination. The appellant has submitted a site layout drawing and a site 

cross section. For the purpose of this appeal I have taken the details shown on 
the submitted drawings as illustrative only. 

3. The Sevenoaks District Council Local Plan Proposed Submission Version (the 

emerging Local Plan) has been submitted, but has yet to be examined and 

found sound. Therefore, it attracts limited weight as a material consideration.  

Main Issues 

4. Subsequent to the Council determining the application the appellants have 

provided additional information in the form of an Ecological Appraisal (the EA), 

dated 10 May 2019. The Council has considered the contents of the EA and 

conclude that this matter can be addressed by the imposition of suitable 
planning conditions. I have no reason to disagree with this opinion. 

5. The main issues are, therefore: - 

• Whether the proposal would be inappropriate development in the Green Belt 
having regard to the National Planning Policy Framework (the Framework) 

and relevant development plan policies, including any relevant effects on the 

openness of the Green Belt, and: -  

https://www.gov.uk/planning-inspectorate
https://www.gov.uk/planning-inspectorate
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• Whether the harm by reason of inappropriateness, and any other harm, 

would be clearly outweighed by other considerations, so as to amount to the 

very special circumstances required to justify the proposal. 

Reasons 

Whether Inappropriate Development 

6. The appeal site is a garden associated with the detached dwelling of Haresfield 

on the outskirts of the village of Badgers Mount. Haresfield is accessed off 

Badgers Road, a track giving access to a group of dwellings off the A224 and is 
the last dwelling on the northern side of the track before entering open 

countryside. There are several existing dwellings with frontages to this part of 

Badgers Road, with planning permission recently granted to build an additional 

dwelling between The Cottage and Parish Field under Council Ref: 18/03530. 
Whilst partially screened by existing planting, these dwellings have a presence 

in the street scene. The garden contains a swimming pool, a greenhouse and a 

shed. At the time of my visit there were also two caravans on the site. The 
garden is bounded by mature, dense planting.  

7. The Council’s first reason for refusal does not refer to any specific policies 

within the development plan, referring only to the Council's Supplementary 

Planning Document: Development in the Green Belt 2015 (the SPD). However, 

the section of the SPD relating to Limited Infilling in Villages refers to Policy 
LO7 of the Sevenoaks District Council Local Development Framework Core 

Strategy (the Core Strategy). This Policy is therefore relevant to my decision 

and I have therefore taken it into account. 

8. The main parties agree that the site lies within the Metropolitan Green Belt. 

Paragraph 145 of the Framework establishes that the construction of new 
buildings in the Green Belt is inappropriate subject to a number of exceptions. 

These exceptions include limited infilling in villages; and limited infilling or the 

partial or complete redevelopment of previously developed land whether 

redundant or in continuing use (excluding temporary buildings), which would 
not have a greater impact on the openness of the Green Belt than the existing 

development. The appellant argues that the proposal fulfils the criteria for 

infilling within a village, whilst the Council argue that it fulfils the criteria of 
neither. 

9. Policy LO7 of the Core Strategy sets out the Council’s Spatial Strategy for 

development in rural areas and is broadly consistent with the aims of the 

Framework of promoting sustainable development in rural areas by requiring 

housing to be located where it will enhance or maintain the vitality of rural 
communities as set out in Paragraph 78. The policy states that within all the 

settlements covered by the policy new development should be of a scale and 

nature appropriate to the village concerned and should respond to the 
distinctive local characteristics of the area in which it is situated. Badgers 

Mount falls within the category defined in the Core Strategy as a ‘small village 

or hamlet’, having a very restricted range of services which render them 

unsuitable locations for promoting development. Badgers Mount is sufficiently 
built up to justify a defined Green Belt boundary but the Core Strategy 

considers that, in view of the lack of facilities, development in these locations 

will be limited to small scale infilling only.  

https://www.gov.uk/planning-inspectorate
https://www.gov.uk/planning-inspectorate
https://www.gov.uk/planning-inspectorate
https://www.gov.uk/planning-inspectorate
https://www.gov.uk/planning-inspectorate
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10. The appeal site falls beyond the urban confines of Badgers Mount as defined in 

the Sevenoaks District Council Local Plan Allocations and Development 

Management Plan 2015 (the ADMP). However as confirmed by a High Court 
Judgement1 a defined village boundary in a Development Plan is not conclusive 

to determining whether a site is within a village or not. The properties lying off 

Badgers Road are a continuation of the built form of Badgers Mount and 

comprise of part of the outer edge of the village.  

11. There is dispute between the parties as to whether the proposed development 
constitutes ‘infilling’. Whilst the Framework does not include a definition of 

‘infilling’, the SPD defines limited infill development as “the completion of an 

otherwise substantially built up frontage by the filling of a narrow gap normally 

capable of taking one or two dwellings only”. Further, the SPD defines a 
substantially built up frontage as “an otherwise continuous and largely 

uninterrupted built frontage of several dwellings visible within the street 

scene”. The development of one dwelling is considered ‘limited’. 

12. The recently permitted dwelling, together with the other dwellings along the 

northern side of this stretch of Badgers Road, create a regular spacing of 
development, with the separation between Haresfield and Selworthy, its 

immediate neighbour, being significantly larger. The gap between Haresfield 

and Selworthy is atypical in the pattern of development. In this case, although 
the term ‘narrow’ is open to interpretation, the size of the gap would allow the 

development of one dwelling whilst retaining spaces between itself and the 

buildings on either side typical of the pattern of development in the vicinity. 

Whilst the proposal before me is in outline form, with all matters reserved for 
later determination, the positioning of the proposed dwelling can be controlled 

at a later date to conform to the general grain of development in the area. As a 

result, taking into account the established grain and form of development, I 
find that the development would constitute limited infilling within the built-up 

frontage on the north side of Badgers Road.  

13. I therefore consider that, even were I to agree with the Council that the 

development does not fall under paragraph 145(g) of the Framework in respect 

of limited infilling which would not have a greater impact on the openness of 
the Green Belt, I find that the proposal would constitute limited infilling in a 

village and would as a result fall under the exception in Framework paragraph 

145(e). Having concluded that it meets this exception there is no need for me 
to consider the proposal against any of the other exceptions within that 

paragraph. 

14. I conclude, therefore, that the development is not inappropriate development 

within the Green Belt. The development therefore complies with the aims of 

Paragraph 145 of the National Planning Policy Framework and the Council's 
Supplementary Planning Document: Development in the Green Belt. 

Other Matters 

15. The site lies within an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB). However, 

the site is well-screened by the existing planting and its position on lower 
ground. I conclude as such that the proposal would preserve the landscape and 

scenic beauty of the AONB. I note that this is in accordance with the Council’s 

assessment of the impact of the proposal in the Officer’s Report. 

                                       
1 Wood v SSCLG (2015) EWCA Civ 195 
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16. Concerns have been raised concerning the effect of additional traffic on the 

track. The development is of a relatively small scale and the number of traffic 

movements that it would generate would be limited. So, whilst contributing 
incrementally to overall traffic flows, the impact will, of itself, not be significant. 

17. My attention has been drawn to an appeal at Somers Lodge, Wheatsheaf Hill 

(Appeal Ref: APP/G2245/W/18/3203679). However, I have little information 

regarding the details of this appeal and cannot therefore be certain that the 

circumstances are comparable to those before me here. I have, in any case, 
determined this appeal on its own merits. 

Conditions 

18. I have had regard to the planning conditions suggested by the Council. The 

appellant has had the opportunity to comment on these and has not raised any 
concerns in regard to them. I have assessed these against the guidance in 

paragraph 55 of the Framework.  

19. In addition to the standard conditions requiring the submission of reserved 

matters and stipulating time limits I have placed a condition upon the 

development limiting the scale of the permission to one dwelling, in accordance 
with the description set out in the application, and a condition requiring the 

development to be built in accordance with the approved plan. These are 

necessary for the avoidance of doubt and in the interest of certainty. 

20. There are many mature trees within the site, and it is likely that they are used 

by nesting birds. I have therefore included a condition restricting the removal 
of nesting habitats or, in the alternative, the submission of a bird survey to be 

submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority. This is 

necessary to protect nesting birds. 

21. Conditions requiring the replacement of trees approved as part of the soft 

landscaping of the site, should they die, and details of tree protection during 
the construction phase are necessary to prevent damage to trees and preserve 

the visual appearance of the area. These conditions are supported by Policy 

EN1 of the Sevenoaks District Council Allocations and Development 
Management Plan 2015 (the ADMP).  

22. I have included conditions requiring submission of details of a biodiversity 

scheme and a lighting scheme to minimise impact on biodiversity. These are 

necessary to promote and protect biodiversity as supported by Policy EN1 of 

the ADMP, Policy SP11 of the Sevenoaks District Council Local Development 
Framework Core Strategy 2011, and Section 15 of the Framework. 

23. A condition requiring the provision of a charging facility for electric vehicles is 

necessary in order to mitigate and adapt to climate change in accordance with 

policies EN1 and T3 of the ADMP.  

24. These conditions correspond to conditions suggested by the Council. However, 

I have amended the wording for clarity.  
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Conclusion 

25. For the reasons set out above, and having taken into account all other matters 

raised, I conclude that the appeal should be allowed, subject to the conditions 

attached. 

I Dyer 

INSPECTOR  
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Schedule of conditions 
 

1) Details relating to the appearance of the proposed buildings, means of access, 

landscaping of the site, layout and scale (hereinafter called the "reserved 
matters") shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning 

authority before any development is commenced and the development shall be 

carried out as approved.  
 

2) Application for approval of the reserved matters shall be made to the local 

planning authority before the expiration of three years from the date of this 

permission.  
 

3) The development to which this permission relates must be begun before: - 

• The expiration of three years from the date of this permission; or: – 
• The expiration of two years from the final approval of the reserved matters 

whichever is the later.  

 
4) The number of dwellings hereby permitted shall not exceed one.  

 

5) The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance with the 

following approved plan: Site Location Plan. 
 

6) Bird nesting habitat shall only be removed outside of the bird nesting season 

(March to August) unless a bird survey has been submitted and approved in 
writing by the local planning authority. Any clearance of bird nesting habitat 

outside of March to August shall be carried out in accordance with the approved 

survey and any measures therein implemented in full prior to the clearance of 

any bird nesting habitat. 
 

7) Before any equipment, machinery or materials are brought on to the land for 

the purposes of the development, the means of protection of any trees located 
within the vicinity of the proposed works in accordance with BS5837 : 2012 

Trees in Relation to Construction shall be submitted and approved in writing by 

the local planning authority. Thereafter the land so enclosed shall be kept clear 
of all contractors materials and machinery. The existing soil levels around the 

boles of the trees shall not be altered. The means of protection shall be 

maintained until all equipment, machinery and surplus materials have been 

removed from the land. 
 

8) If within a period of five years from the completion of the development, any of 

the trees or plants that form part of the approved details of soft landscaping 
die, are removed or become seriously damaged or diseased then they shall be 

replaced in the next planting season with others of similar size and species.  

 
9) No development shall take place until a scheme to promote biological diversity 

has been submitted and approved in writing by the local planning authority with 

a scheme of implementation. The development shall be carried out in 

accordance with the approved details and shall be maintained thereafter. 
 

10) Prior to first occupation of the development hereby permitted a lighting design 

plan for biodiversity will be submitted to, and approved in writing by, the local 
planning authority. The plan will: identify those areas/features on site that are 
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particularly sensitive for bats and that are likely to cause disturbance in or 

around their roosting sites or along important routes used to forage and 

commute; and show where external lighting will be installed so that it can be 
clearly demonstrated that areas to be lit will not disturb bat activity. Prior to 

first occupation of the development hereby permitted all external lighting will 

be installed in accordance with the specifications and locations set out in the 

plan and will be maintained thereafter in accordance with the plan. 
 

11) No development hereby permitted shall be carried out on the land until details 

for the provision of facilities for the safe charging of electric vehicles has been 
submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority. The 

facilities shall be installed in accordance with the details so approved prior to 

the first occupation of any of the residential units retained and maintained 
thereafter. 

 

END OF CONDITIONS 
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